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Abstract

Today’s applications are required to continuously adapt and adjust,
to be able to meet a constant change in demand. As result of an in-
creasing amount of data, choosing the right communication method
becomes a vital step. A solution that have been functional for a long
time, may at any point in time be unable to reach the level it requires
and instead turns into bottlenecks and inefficient solutions.

Using a database as a communication method between system enti-
ties, does not have to be a bad solution. A database has it perks with
being a simple solution and efficient query operations. However, us-
ing it as a queue management system, requires entities to continuously
poll new table entries. This solution may not be the most suitable nor
best available option. There exists communication system developed
for the specific purpose of efficiently distributing messages to avail-
able parties.

Implementing a message-oriented middleware enables for asynchronous
communication which promotes applications to be more loosely cou-
pled. As a result, available resources could be better utilised and im-
prove the system performance. This degree project investigates the
development and integration of two message-oriented middlewares,
RabbitMQ and AcviteMQ, within an e-commerce system. The pur-
pose is to explore the potentials of changing queue management sys-
tem from a database to a message broker. The expected outcome is a
more flexible job handling and, perhaps, an improvement of job pro-
cessing by using a more efficient distribution.

The results show that changing queue management system from the
database to a message-oriented middleware could improve the perfor-
mance of handling of invoice jobs. Testing the application servers of
the Proceedo system, with a batch of invoice jobs, showed a potential
of up to 17 percent faster process time using a message broker. This
corresponds to a reduced process time of around 11 minutes for one
application server and 6 minutes using two. Additionally, both bro-
kers provide flexible message handling through functionality to prior-
ities messages
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Sammanfattning

Dagens applikationer måste kontinuerligt anpassa och justera sig för
att kunna möta en ständig förändring i efterfrågan. Resultat som blir
av den ökande mängd data som behöver kunna hanteras, är kravet på
att välja rätt kommunikationsmetod. En lösning som varit funktionell
under lång tid, kan när som helst bli oförmögen att nå den nivå som
krävs. Istället förvandlas den till en flaskhals och på så sätt bli en inef-
fektiv lösning.

Att använda en databas som en kommunikationsmetod mellan syste-
menheter behöver inte vara en dålig lösning. En databas har förmåner
som att att vara en enkel lösning och effektivt kunna hantera förfråg-
ningar. När det appliceras som ett köhanteringssystem, krävs det att
alla enheter kontinuerligt skickar nya förfrågningar för att hämta nya
tabelluppdateringar. Denna lösning kanske inte är det mest lämpliga
eller bästa tillgängliga alternativet. Det finns kommunikationssystem
utvecklade för det här specifika syftet, att effektivt distribuera medde-
landen till tillgängliga parter.

Införandet av ett meddelandeorienterad middlewares gör det möjligt
för asynkron kommunikation som främjar applikationer till att kunna
vara mer löst kopplade. Som ett resultat kan tillgängliga resurser ut-
nyttjas bättre och förbättra systemets prestanda. Detta examensprojekt
undersöker utvecklingen och integrationen av två meddelandeorien-
terade middlewares, RabbitMQ och AcviteMQ, inom ett e-handelssystem.
Syftet är att undersöka de positiva möjligheterna som finns av att by-
ta köhanteringssystem från en databas till en meddelandeorienterad
middleware. Det förväntade resultatet är en mer flexibel jobbhantering
och kanske en förbättring av jobbearbetningen, genom att använda en
effektivare meddelande distribution.

Resultaten visar att bytet av köhanteringssystem, från databasen till en
meddelandeorienterad middleware, kan förbättra hanteringen av fak-
turahandlingar. Testningen av Proceedo-systemets applikationsserv-
rar visade potential på upp till 17 procent snabbare processtid med
hjälp av en meddelande broker. Det motsvarar en hanteringstid på 11
minuter snabbare vid användande av en applikationserver och 6 mi-
nuter vid använding av två. Dessutom ger båda middlewares en mer
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flexibel meddelandehantering, i form av, funktionalitet att kunna pri-
oritera meddelanden.

Nyckelord

Meddelandeorienterad middleware, RabbitMQ, ActiveMQ, Meddelan-
dehantering, E-commerce.
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Kapitel 1

Introduction

Applications today is seeing a change in demand of requiring to hand-
le an increased amount of data. Data sets of bigger size and higher
velocity put demands on the traditional relational databases, forcing
them to reach beyond its capabilities. Not all applications have to deal
with data of a large caliber, but even small enterprise applications can
feel the pressure of having to handle more users and higher data flow.
An improvement of better utilising available resources, could help the
overall performance of the system. A way of doing so is revising the
current system architecture and modify parts that has become bottle-
necks.

Changing from a more service-oriented architecture, towards an event-
driven, promotes a more flexible system. By responding to events, me-
ans having an application to only act when required. Implementing
a message-oriented middleware system is striving towards an event-
based approach. The asynchronous way of communication enable ap-
plications to be loosely coupled which can be a helpful method for
improving system performance and availability.

1.1 Background

Visma - Proceedo

Visma Enterprise AB is a Norwegian based company and is a leading
company of providing IT solutions and services that automatises busi-
ness processes. One of Visma’s biggest IT company has residence in
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Stockholm and is called Visma Labs AB. A product of theirs is the
ProceedoTM system, which is a Jave EE based software system that
automatises the process from purchase to payment. A customer can
easily create and purchase orders by having direct access to different
supply providers and product catalogues. It is a database-driven ap-
plication to which events and data generated by the system is stored in
different tables on a single Oracle database. It is running on SAN[48]
which is data-storage devices connected by the network, but to the sy-
stem perceived as one. It can benefit the system in many ways, it can
make it more robust (backup/recovery) and be easier to scale (adding
more servers and storage).

Queue management solution

The Proceedo system uses a specific table in the database as queue
management system. The table was created to work as a own created
messaging service within the Proceedo system. The responsibility and
usage is for it to work as a queue, to temporarily store invoice jobs
until queried and are then removed. A job could either be generated
internally by the system or when a customer is using the application.
A customer acquiring and searching a product catalogue and placing
an order will produce numerous tasks and, eventually, invoice jobs
will be placed in the table. The responsibility for this lies on internal
system entities known as daemons and triggers. They produce and ac-
quire jobs stored in the database table.

A daemon can be compared to a type of process than runs in the
background, waiting to be activated by some event[67]. A trigger can
be compared to a procedure that executes when a specific event oc-
curs[35]. In this case, the trigger will put system jobs in tables and the
daemons will acquire them through the use of a polling technique. A
task will originate from a specific part of the system which is uniquely
identified by a queue name. The system consists of a few application
servers on which daemons are running as threads and triggers are en-
tities which becomes activated when needed. One server will have a
specific trigger and daemon thread running, that corresponds to the
same queue name. The same thread on the other servers will compete
over the available jobs in the table.
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Database as a queue

A database as a queue does not have to be a bad choice. Depending
on the situation and requirements of the system, choosing a table as
a queue could be a simple and suitable solution[3]. Issues[15, 28, 50]
with using a table as a queue often correlates to problems with perfor-
mance. An application server must constantly ask the server for new
queued entries. Asking the database through polling will, depending
on the interval between requests, cause the time through the system to
be the sum of those intervals. A database does efficiently perform que-
ry operations (insert, update, etc), though not as well when they all are
on the same table. A processed entry should be removed from the tab-
le, but delete operations are not as efficient as other queries. Removing
entries can not be skipped since it must be done to maintain a stable
performance on table queries. Multiple servers trying to acquire the
same tasks requires the use of a locking mechanism. A server should
acquire the lock to update a row, stating it is currently processing the
task. When finished, it should release the lock for other servers to ac-
quire. This is a potential deadlock scenario where other servers could
end up idle.

A suggestion could be to replace the queue management of a database
table with a messaging system. It could assist with relieving some of
the issues with a database by not needing to request jobs. This kind of
migration may not be a simple process and, depending on the system,
the issues to be removed could remain[50]. Using a message-oriented
middleware offers asynchronous message passing, which entails not
having to periodically poll queued request from a database. Instead,
messages can be pushed in real-time and removed when received from
messaging system internal queue[28].

1.1.1 Message-oriented middleware

Message-oriented middleware (MOM) is an infrastructure which ena-
bles distributed applications to asynchronously communicate with each
other through message passing.[36] Asynchronous communication can
avoid application being blocked and have a continuous execution of
processes. A MOM can be compared to a postal office[10] where, in
this case, the sending application does not have any guarantees or re-
sponsibility of the receiving application reading the message. As of a
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postal office, the MOM will receive a message and is responsible for
the safe delivery to the recipient. The recipient is then responsible for
processing the message.

The fundamental concepts of the message-oriented middleware is the
Message queue and Message broker. The message queue enables mes-
sage sent from one party, the producer, to be stored until read by anot-
her party, the consumer. The message broker[52] works as an inter-
mediate to enable decoupling and is responsible for processing the
communication between applications. This includes management of
storing, routing and monitoring of messages.

1.2 Problem

Through discussions with the stakeholder, concerns about a continues
usage of the database table has been expressed. They have experienced
problems with performance and bottleneck situations. Each job, corre-
sponding to a specific queue of the system, is stored in the same table
and queried in FIFO (First-In-First-Out) order. An application server
will query the database to retrieve a job for which is has responsibi-
lity of. This scenario can result in the application servers being stuck
with a demanding and more time-consuming request, or load of re-
quests. As a result, it forces those less demanding request to have to
wait in queue until queried. Some of the customers requires orders
to be placed before a certain time stamp of the day and users active
in the application generate requests that should be responsive to the
user. Both scenarios have shown issues with not having the ability to
priorities requests. Large amounts of jobs can arrive at any time and
fill up the queue with jobs corresponding to long process times. This
have shown to cause delay in when orders arrive and long responsive
wait times for users working in the system. As for the polling, when a
server has finished a request, it still waits for a interval timer to finish
before querying a new one.

Choosing to replace the database table as a queue management sy-
stem means to only replace the specific table working as a messaging
service. Replacing it with a message-oriented middleware has diffe-
rent aspects that has to be taken into consideration. With multiple al-
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ternatives of message brokers available, each providing a diversity of
functionality suitable for different situations. An exploration has to be
made to find a suitable option for this specific case. This leads to the
research question to be answered is:

• Whether if, and with how much, could the processing time of
jobs be reduced by changing queue management system from a
database table to a message-oriented middleware? And does it
provide the needed functionality for a more flexible handling of
individual jobs?

1.3 Purpose

The main purpose of this degree project is to provide the stakehol-
ders at Visma with a proof-of-concept which can show the potential
benefits of changing queue management system. The degree project
sets out to investigate if and how a message broker could replace the
current implementation of using a database as a queue management
system. This includes the purpose of comparing and evaluating exis-
ting message brokers that could be suitable options and presenting the
development and evaluation of the chosen message broker(s), which
has shown potential to provide a more flexible job handling. It aims to
describe how the current system must change to fit the new solution.

1.4 Goal and objectives

The goal of this degree project is to present an alternative solution to
the database to use as a queue management system. The result of the
degree project should work as a proof-of-concept for the stakeholder to
use as guidelines for further development choices. The goal is to show
potential improvements to the current issues that are badly affecting
the system performance and user experience. The goals is therefore to
try to reduce the process time and for the implementation to provide
a more flexible handling of jobs, with a focus on the ability to priori-
ties system jobs. To be able to reach the goal, the following objectives
should be fulfilled:

• Existing message brokers has been theoretically compared.
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• A proof-of-concept implementation of the chosen message bro-
ker(s) has been implemented.

• The implementation(s) has been compared, against each other
and the current queue management solution, through a load test
with real data.

1.5 Delimitation

With the current system exclusively running on the Java platform, the
focus of this thesis will therefore only be on finding suitable imple-
mentations for Java. This extends to the process of finding information
about message-oriented middlewares.

The chosen message brokers have a variety of settings that is possib-
le to modify. This includes available memory usage, disk space, etc.
Adjusting theses to find optimal settings is a research on its own and
will not be included as variable to test. This degree project will only
compare the old implementation against the new of using a message
broker. A broker will be run and tested with out of the box settings. If
two brokers are chosen, the settings will be tried to match as closely as
possible.

1.6 Research methodology

This section will cover research methods and information of how this
degree project will be conducted in a proper and suitable way. Most of
the information presented in this section is summarised from the rese-
arch paper by A. Håkansson[16] and Barbara et al[53].

Conducting a degree project requires essential tools and methods to
ensure that the produced work has reached a certain level of quality
which includes correct and valid results. The initial phase of a degree
project therefore becomes an important step to thoroughly ponder, sin-
ce it will lay the ground on which the degree will be built. The first
step is deciding which type of research methodologies that should be
applied on the project. The decision will have an impact on future al-
ternatives and choices of methods for data collection and analysis.
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Within the area of research methods, quantitative and qualitative met-
hodologies are considered to be the basic categories to choose between.
A qualitative research is acquiring non-numerical data from questionnaires,
interviews and similar techniques to understand meanings in the spe-
cific field to be studied. A quantitative study has more of a focus on
gathering numerical data from measurements of different variables. It
usually consists of a predefined verifiable hypothesis which can be an-
swered by reviewing gathered data. A qualitative study can be used to
gain insight to a problem and provide necessary information on which
theories can be built. A created theory can then be used in a quantita-
tive study to produce conclusions.

This degree project will be conducted in a specific area and thus ad-
dress a specific problem within that context. The outcome should be
additional insight to the context area through developing and evalu-
ating a proof-of-concept implementation. Therefore, the more suitable
option to use is qualitative approach. The new implementation(s) will
be based on information gathered from existing information in the fi-
eld and discussions with the stakeholder. Additionally, to evaluate the
current solution with the new, a quantitative approach will be applied.
By performing experiments, the new implementation can be analysed
to add further context to the problem area and be validated as a sui-
table option.

The next step represents the starting point of the degree project and
consist of deciding on which philosophical assumption to use. It is
after the choice of assumption that the perspective of the project has
been acknowledged and a research question can be formulated. Alter-
natives to choose among are Positivism, Post-positivism, Realism, In-
terpretivism and Criticalism. Positivism is assuming the observer can
and should not influence the observations. The reality should be seen
for what it is. The post-positivism neglects this by stating that an ob-
servation can be faulty. Its viewpoint is that the reality is independent
from the observer, but experience and knowledge of the observer can
influence the outcome. Interpretivism states that the surrounding can
be understood by the experience of the observer. Criticalism views the
reality from social and cultural aspects and tries to understand its me-
aning. Realism assumes a known and established reality and through
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observations, independent of the one perceiving, gain understanding
about data to provide facts and knowledge.

This degree project will try to gather insight to a specific context through
gathering information by observations, as well as, the experience of ot-
hers. Therefore, the choice fell on post-positivism.

A final step is how do draw conclusions on the conducted degree pro-
ject. Common approaches are to either use a deductive or inductive
research approach. The deductive manner entails the process of going
from theory to a hypothesis and then performing tests for validation.
The inductive manner is a reversed process where data is collected
initially from which theories are created. Since the deductive appro-
ach is more commonly used in quantitative studies and this degree
project will initially perform a collection of data, the choice fell on an
inductive approach. The implementation of the proof-of-concept will
be based on the gathered information and observations of the current
system.

1.7 Ethics, sustainability and contribution

The primary contribution of this degree project will be for the stake-
holders at Visma on which the project is conducted. The benefits of the
change will hopefully reach the users of the Proceedo system resulting
in a better user experience. The contribution could extend to those fa-
cing similar issues or considering doing a similar kind of migration.
This degree report could be seen as an inspiration that provides ne-
cessary information and base knowledge of using message-oriented
middlewares in similar applicable areas.

Removing the technique of polling the database, means that unneces-
sary requests can be removed. Polling will, with no jobs in queue, still
query the the database, causing the CPU to work which can result in a
higher energy consumption. Unnecessary request could be prevented
by replacing polling with a message broker. The application servers
and database servers will only be needing to use the CPU when nee-
ded. A change of this kind could hopefully reduce and, in a positive
way, impact the total energy consumption of the system.
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The tests conducted will use realistic data that represents users and
customers of Visma and the Proceedo system. To avoid any ethical is-
sues, data presented in this thesis report will therefore be either ficti-
tious or avoided all together. In cases where there is necessary, an il-
lustration of the data will be constructed. Information that could be
seen as sensitive, but still exists in the report, has been approved by
the stakeholder.

1.8 Outlines

This degree project will begin with chapter 2, which covers the back-
ground information and presents necessary information about the con-
cept of message-oriented middlewares. Chapter two also presents re-
lated work which focuses on information to be used during the scre-
ening process of message brokers. The methods used in this degree
project is covered in chapter 3. It presents the explanation and moti-
vation behind the methods applied for conducting this degree project.
This includes information about choice of strategy and data collection
and analysis.

Chapter 4 covers the process of the degree project and the results from
each iteration. It includes the process of understanding the current
system queue implementation and the gathering of information and
requirements. It also covers the screening process of available mes-
sage brokers. This moves on to presenting information about the cho-
sen message brokers in chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes implementation
details of the message brokers and the performed evaluation. Chapter
7: Presents the results from the performed tests which than is used to
present the conclusions in chapter 8.



Kapitel 2

Theory

This chapter covers the necessary information needed to understand the sub-
ject area of this degree project. The whole point of this degree project is to
investigate if a message broker could replace the database as a new queue ma-
nagement system. This requires a broader understanding about MOM, avai-
lable and potential options and what kind of functionality they can provide.

2.1 Message-oriented middleware

A Message-oriented middleware[8] is one of the key concept of the
enterprise service bus architecture (ESB). It is the basic communication
system for software applications, processes and servers, to interact and
exchange data. A main concept of MOM is to provide virtual channels,
communication channels, over the network for applications to use to
pass data wrapped in a message. Messages are built of three parts: he-
ader, properties and body. The header contains information about the
destination, reply destination, message type and expiration type. The
header is necessary information to the broker, but could extend to be
useful for the developer as well. Properties are special information ex-
tracted from the body which assist consumers to easier filter out mes-
sages. The body is the payload of the message and is either plain text,
bytes of binary data or XML. It can embody any type of information,
from a simple message to a task to be run on another application.

Referring to a Message-oriented middleware, one is often referring to
producers, consumers and a message broker (message server). Messages
can be sent by either one or many processes, the producers, to the mes-

14
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sage broker and received by one or many consumers. An application
can take the role of either one. A message broker is responsible for ma-
naging messages, but never process the content. Receiving a message,
the broker examines the header of the message and internally store the
message in the queue(s). A queue enables storage of messages on the
MOM platform with the standard order of first-in-first-out (FIFO), but
could be adjusted to other variants[10]. Other attributes that could be
modified are queue name, size, message-sorting algorithm, etc.

2.2 Messaging models

A channel is either a topic, publish/subscribe model, or a queue, point-
to-point model. The main concept of the point-to-point model[46] is
for each individual message to only be consumed by one receiver. Both
approaches include having a single queue, but changing the number
of consumers and producers. Having multiple consumers can be used
with the purpose of providing load-balancing of message handling.

Figur 2.1: Own created illustration over the point-to-point model with
multiple producers and consumers.

The publish/subscribe model works as follows, a producer publishes
messages to a topic on which consumers subscribe to receive notifica-
tions of events happening on the topic. Producers can publish messa-
ges to multiple topics, as well as, consumers subscribing to multiple
topics. The model includes alternatives of one-to-many, many-to-one
and many-to-many. A consumer will only be able to receive messages
from the time of subscription and forward. Choosing the right model
depends on the application and how many that should consume the
same message. Transferring money between two accounts should only
be done once and more suitable for the point-to-point model. Upda-
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ting the price of a product should reach all buyers and would be more
suitable for the publish/subscribe model.

Figur 2.2: Own created illustration over publish/subscribe model with
a single publisher and multiple subscribers

2.2.1 Regards with adopting the Message-oriented midd-

leware

Message-oriented middleware offers asynchronous message passing
between application entities of a system which promotes a more flex-
ible approach of integration. The information covered in this sections
is taken from [10, 8].

Coupling

Reasons for using a MOM is to promote decoupling by sending and
receiving messages asynchronously, allowing software entities to stay
unaware of each other. An application could simply produce a mes-
sage and send it to the broker. A producer does not need to know
how many that are to be receiving the message and a consumer does
not need to know the recipient of the message. A consumer will pro-
cess the message and perform the responsibility of the message and, if
required, respond to the sender. A producer will have no influence on
the time it takes for a message to be consumed by a receiver. The only
guarantee is, a message designed for reliable delivery, will when pus-
hed to a messaging system eventually be processed once a consumer
becomes available. A broker’s responsibility is to deliver messages in
their designated data format.
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Reliability

A producer’s responsibility is pushing messages to the messaging sy-
stem, but once there, it should be considered intact and the responsi-
bility has changed. Transferring messages over the network entails the
possible factor of message loss and applications being unavailable. A
MOM often provides message queuing, multiple delivery options and
message ordering, which includes delivery of exactly-once, at-least-
once or at-most-once. The different options state a Quality-of-service
(QoS) setting in the messaging service. Exactly-once states that a mes-
sage only will be delivered exactly one time. It can be accomplished
through using a technique called store-and-forward, which uses a per-
sistent storage to keep messages until delivered. Keeping message on
disk will prevent failures of either the system or consumer consumer
to affect the delivery of a message. At-most-once is more frequently
used when loss of messages is acceptable and where the throughput
of messages is much higher. If message ordering is of importance to the
system, the attribute could be set. The system will be required to pro-
cess the messages in the same order as produced, even in the presence
of failure. Using an acknowledgement protocol means a producer re-
questing the message system to keep track of delivered messages to
make sure each message is handled by all entities.

Scalability

Asynchronous message passing allows for systems to be decoupled
from each other and be scaled independently. A MOM will be ab-
le to handle spikes in one part of the system without it affecting ot-
her parts. A system can acquire a message when ready instead of be-
ing forced to accept it, which is a great tool when it comes to load-
balancing. Being able to easily scale horizontally, adding additional
producers/consumer or extend the message broker cluster can assist
with the system performing better.

Availability

Applying a MOM can provide capabilities to assist the system with
increasing its availability and overall responsiveness. It can allow for
continuous operation when there is a failure in one part of the system
without affecting the availability of the rest. In addition, it can help
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with improving system response time and completion time of proces-
ses.

2.3 Java message service

As the Proceedo system is built upon the Java platform, a good appro-
ach is to explore their own message service known as Java Message
Service. Java message service [49, 12, 38] is a Java API for applica-
tions to create, send, receive and read distributed enterprise messages
through the interaction with a chosen MOM. JMS could be compared
to Java Database Connectivity (JDBC), which enables the reuse of an
API for connecting multiple systems. JMS was developed to reduce
the number of features needed for communication between different
systems. Applying a set of rules, as base for communication behaviour,
reduces the need of message passing background knowledge and, at
the same time, increases the portability of applications.

An application applying JMS can easily adjust to a change of MOM, as
long as they support JMS. It includes an extensive support of the alter-
natives mentioned in section 2.1, point-to-point or publish/subscribe,
message reliability, delivery guarantee, etc. Reasons for adopting the
JMS is the set of behaviour rules for message passing, which extends to
each party that implements it. Choosing the option of using a message-
oriented middleware without the support for JMS is a fine alternati-
ve, but could remove the beneficial guarantees of message passing.
A message-oriented middleware supporting JMS can extend message
passing beyond the Java platform by functioning as a bridge between
platforms.

Java message service API

A JMS application is built of a provider, clients, messages and admi-
nistered objects. A provider represents the messaging system (broker)
implementing the JMS interfaces. A client is a Java EE application pro-
ducing or consuming the objects (messages) passed between compo-
nents. Administrated objects are destinations and connection factories,
which are pre-configured objects for clients to use. These objects are
located in the Java Naming and Directory interface (JNDI) namespace.
JNDI is used by distributed applications to acquire other components
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or resources. Parts of the JMS API programming model can, in short,
be explained as[40]:

• Connection factory: Is an object used by a JMS client to create a
connection with a provider. An administrator will configure the
connection factory to contain the needed parameters for setting
up a connection.

• Connections: Represents a virtual connection, a link between a
message and an application server. It can be used to create one
or many sessions.

• Session: A session is a single-threaded context where messages
are sent and received from either topics or queues. It can be con-
figured individually to, for example, support different types of
acknowledgements.

• Destination: Destinations are, depending on the messaging mo-
del, either a topic or queue. A client will use the destination ob-
ject to specify the target destination for a producer to send mes-
sages or a source destination to consume messages.

• Message Producer: An object created by a session object to be
used for sending messages to destinations.

• Message Consumer: An object created by a session object to be
used for receiving messages sent to destinations.

• Message listener: Is an object that can function as an asynchro-
nous event handler for incoming messages. When a message should
be delivered, the JMS provider will call a specific method of the
listener object to handle the message. Messages could be consu-
med from both topics and queues, but usually expects a specific
format.

• Message selector: Is a JMS API that an application consumer can
use to filter out messages to only receive those of interest, instead
of the consumer having to handle that logic.
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Figur 2.3: Own created simple illustration of the connections between
the Java message service objects.

2.4 Message protocol

JMS is an API allowing Java applications to be loosely coupled by ex-
changing messages asynchronously through a message broker. A mes-
sage broker can easily be replaced without affecting the application, as
long as the broker supports JMS. It offers flexibility and robustness to
change, but does not stretch across multiple platforms. Not all plat-
forms apply the same message protocol for message passing. Popular
and widely used protocols on different platforms are AMQP, XMPP,
STOMP and MQTT. Choosing a protocol depends on the requirement
of the system. Scalability, message durability, throughput and platform
interoperability are a few aspects to consider. Messaging protocols is
a way of allowing different platforms to communicate with each other
by speaking the same language.[49]

2.4.1 Advanced Message Queueing Protocol

Advanced Message Queueing Protocol (AMQP)[49, 34] was develo-
ped by John O’Hara from JPMorgan for transactions in financial systems.
It was first used in 2006 and has since then been adopted by other com-
panies. It set out to address issue of cross-platform communication by
introducing a standard messaging protocol that offered good reliabi-
lity, scalability, manageability and interoperability. It provides messa-
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ging features of reliable queuing, publish/subscribe on topics, flexible
routing, etc.

A message of AMQP is built of a header, properties, optional footer
and a body of binary (byte) type. Messaging model in AMQP is called
exchange type and includes Direct, Fanout, Topic, Header and System
exchange. Direct exchange could be compared to the point-to-point
model with some extent of binding multiple queues to the exchange
and the other types can be compared to the publish/subscribe model.

2.4.2 Streaming Text Oriented Messaging Protocol

Streaming Text Oriented Messaging Protocol (STOMP)[55] was deve-
loped to connect scripting languages (Ruby, Python) to message bro-
kers by using a simple telnet client. Instead of having a full-blown API
for message passing, it has a limited amount of message operations. It
uses a frame similar to a HTTP frame with headers and a body. It is
primary text based, but allows for transmission of binary data.

It is built of a STOMP server, a set of modelled destinations, and a
client, a producer or consumer of a HTTP frame. A destination is a
simple string which the message server internally handles by map-
ping it to something it understands, for example a topic. Semantics of
delivery can change depending on the server and modelled destina-
tions. A producer will send a frame containing a SEND operation to a
destination. A broker will internally map it and a producer will send a
SUBSCRIBE frame to receive the message from a server.

2.4.3 Message Queue Telemetry Transport

Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT)[33] is a lightweight publish/subscribe
messaging protocol designed for areas where low-bandwidth, high-
latency and unreliable networks are present factors. It was develo-
ped in 1999 by Andy Stanford-Clark and Arlen Nipper and has since
then become hugely deployed within mobile devices and "Internet of
thingsdevices. It uses control packets that consists of a fixed header,
variable header and payload. Sending small control packets, with on-
ly two bytes of fixed header, reduces packet overhead and by so the
demand on the network bandwidth. It provides quality-of-services in-
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cluding semantics of at-most-once, at-least-once and exactly-once at.

2.4.4 Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol

Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP)[73] was develo-
ped back in 1999 by Jeremie Miller and has since then been further de-
veloped by the Jabber open-source community. It set out to solve the
absence of an open instant messaging services. The protocol is used for
sending elements built of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) for
real-time asynchronous or streaming communication. Using XML to
send messages, provides abilities to extended to fit other requirements
by building on top of the core protocol. The protocol is used for voice
and video calls, middleware, presence and routing of XML data.

2.5 Related work

The purpose with a message-oriented middleware is to decouple ap-
plications by enabling asynchronous messaging. Message brokers has
become more popular over the recent years, but some can be more su-
itable for different use cases. Performance evaluation of message bro-
ker throughput is a fairly well-studied area. Looking at a few of those
kinds of studies could hopefully help with removing some of the al-
ternatives and limiting the choices to look deeper at. This section is
included as a part of the procedure explained in section 3.5.

2.5.1 Quantitative aspects

A performance evaluation by Ionescu[26] was done 2015 on Rabbit-
MQ and Apache ActiveMQ to provide information about suitabili-
ty of brokers to different applications. Tests performed on each bro-
ker was throughput of message receiving and sending without per-
sistence. The results show that ActiveMQ is significantly faster at re-
ceiving messages while RabbitMQ performs slightly better at output-
ting transmission of messages.

Vineet et al[29] did an exploratory search on the features of Kafka and
RabbitMQ (AMQP) combined with a performance test. The test was
with a constant load of 1 million messages of 50B each and scaling the
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number of broker nodes from one to five. Results showed that Kaf-
ka has a higher throughput while AMQP has lower latency. Using a
single producer/consumer per node results in a stable throughput for
RabbitMQ. They explained that the reason behind it could be a faster
routing in exchanges compared to the producing rate, or that the con-
sumer could match its consumption rate to the producer throughput.
In this case, the producer set the throughput ceiling.

Similar performance tests of throughput were done by Mihailescu[31],
Hadlow[14] and Treat[68], with the extension of a few more message
queues. A summarised version of their results is:

• Broker-less (ZeroMQ) message queues perform significantly bet-
ter than brokered.

• For brokered queues, Kafka has higher throughput than Active-
MQ and RabbitMQ, with their results showing similar perfor-
mance of throughput among the different benchmarks.

• Results of en-queuing and de-queuing, with either persistent or
transient storage of different messages size, shows that persistence
and message sizes increases processing time. RabbitMQ has sig-
nificantly better performance compared to Qpid with persistent
storage, otherwise Qpid’s performance is slightly better.

• AMPQ performs significantly better than STOMP.

• Measuring latency, time for a message to be transmitted between
end-points, shows that RabbitMQ has constant time with Active-
MQ being linear.

2.5.2 Qualitative aspects

A paper from 2017 by Petro et al[42] presented a comparative study of
middleware solutions from the aspect of a potential implementation in
a control and monitoring system. The study included the middelwares
RabbitMQ, ZeroMQ, Mosquitto, YAMI4 and Apache Qpid. The paper
presents a comparison table from which relevant information to this
thesis could be extracted. It presented the two aspects of persistence
and priority queues. The results shows that only two supports both,
RabbitMQ and Apache Qpid. Their purpose resulted in measuring
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the performance of YAMI4 and Qpid. YAMI4 performed better and
was therefore evaluated more thoroughly, where one of the test was
its message queue priority of messages. They concluded that message
priority only works in scenarios of high peaks in network traffic or the
receiving consumer being slow.

Aspects specified by Treat[68], are mainly, of ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ
being very similar in functional support. Both are supporting AMQP,
persistence, delivery guarantees, availability and fault-tolerance. Kaf-
ka offers persistence, but has more overhead in that ZooKeeper[65]
must be maintained. Vineet et al[29] concluded that Kafka should be
used if performance is important, with the possibility of losing a few
messages. RabbitMQ are a better choice if reliability is a critical aspect.
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Methodology

This chapter presents the strategy, data collection, data analyses and develop-
ment process used for conduction this degree project. The information presen-
ted in this section will mainly be based on the research paper by A. Håkans-
son[16], with additional references where needed.

3.1 Research strategy

As mentioned in section 1.6, this degree project was chosen to be ini-
tially carried out as a qualitative study with an inductive approach.
By gathering data and gain insight, a proof-of-concept could be imple-
mented and then evaluated. By choosing an applicable research met-
hod, a frame can be created which can be used simplify the working
process. A strategy provides working guidelines to follow that will
keep the degree project within the specific frame. Doing so will inflict
some guarantee on the ability to conduct the project and to reach the
needed results. Available strategies for a qualitative study are explora-
tory research, case study, action research and grounded theory.

Grounded theory is a continuous working process of data collection
and analysis to construct theories. An exploratory research is about fin-
ding key variables and relationships among variables, but does usual-
ly not end up with a concrete answer to the problem. Case studies uses
an empirical approach to investigate a specific case where the context
is partly unknown. Action research is closely related to a case study,
but with the extension of not only being observational. It is a cyclic
process of actions to identify and address a problem, but with a focus
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in the change process[72].

Since the context of this degree project is a specific problem within
the stakeholder’s system. An attempt to address the problem will be
done by combining theory and practice to build an action of change,
observe the resulting outcomes and evaluate. Therefore, the choice of
research strategy fell on using the action research strategy. By perfor-
ming cyclic iterations, the project can progress through different steps
to eventually reach the final step of implementation. The cyclic process
is described in Figure 3.1

Figur 3.1: Illustration of the cyclic process used in the action research
strategy. Based on information from[13]

3.2 Data collection

To conduct a degree project, data needs to be collected and, depending
on the type of research, some collection methods can be more suitable
to apply. Data collection can be a continuous process throughout the
project and could constitute of a combination of methods to fit diffe-
rent purposes. For qualitative studies, questionnaires can be used to
collect quantifying or qualifying data. Other alternatives are intervi-
ews, observations and case studies.
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The initial phase of a degree project consists of doing a pre-study which
includes doing a literature study to understand the theoretical back-
ground of the research area. This can include information about the
problem area, how a similar problem has been solved or approached
by others or methods to be applied. [30] The pre-study will be the first
data collection method applied for this degree project.

3.2.1 Document analysis

Analysing documents is a data collection method which can include a
variety of information sources and types. Information to be included
are internal documents from the stakeholder, source code, a variety
of different publications and general information about this specific
area. Examining the source code is a vital part to understand the cur-
rent system and the ability to implement a new solution. Additionally,
choosing a suitable message broker(s) will require information to be
gathered about different alternatives.

3.2.2 Interviews

Using interviews as a data collection method is a good way to gain
a deeper understanding of the problem area and to receive inputs
from the one being interviewed. An interview can be structured, semi-
structured or unstructured. The difference is how questions are defi-
ned before the interview. Questions can either be more open or closed
and the choice should depend on how much in control the interviewer
want to be of the outcome of the interview.

This degree project will apply unstructured interviews with the reason
of each interview being more of an open discussion with the stakehol-
der. Each interview will have a specific agenda but still be applied as
an open discussion that can take shape during the interview. Example
of an agenda could, in the beginning, be to acquire insight about the
problem area and to produce functional requirements. This helps to
obtain insight to the problem area and issues that might arise as the
project progresses. Interviews will be held as a continuous working
task during the degree project to discuss issues and to solve unclariti-
es.
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3.2.3 Experiments

As mentioned in section 1.6, the final part of this degree project will use
a quantitative approach. It will include the development of a proof-of-
concept to show potential improvements in invoice job handling. This
requires the new implementation to be tested, evaluated and compa-
red to the current database solution. By applying the experimental da-
ta collection method, numerical data will be gathered on both the cur-
rent and new implementation from the aspect of total processing time
of the same data set. From the experiments and collected data, a before
and after comparison can be made.

3.3 Data analysis

When the process of data collection is finished, the following step is
to perform data analysis. It is a necessary step to take since it will ma-
ke sure of that the collected data is sufficient. Through examination
of the collected data, future decisions and conclusions can be made
on the progress of the degree project. This degree project will be both
quantitative and qualitative and different analysis methods will there-
fore be applied to suit both parts. A few alternatives to choose among
are statistics, coding analysis, analytic induction and grounded theory.

For the qualitative part of the project, grounded theory will be applied.
It is an iterative process which alternates between collection and ana-
lysis of data and ends when there is nothing left that could dismiss the
discovery of a theory. The basic steps of the analysing methods is co-
ding, memoing and theory, and each has internally a few alternatives
to choose from[5]. The coding process consists of discovering varia-
bles in data that could have relational bonds. Memoing is taking notes
during data analysis which, when finished, will be used to construct
the final theory. Data will be collected both on the current system and
available message brokers. It is after the data has been collected that
the theory will be created and be used for the implementation of the
proof-of-concept.

For the quantitative part of the project, statistical analysis will be ap-
plied and used to evaluate the significance of the result. The result will
consist of measurements and, by using descriptive statistics, a graphi-
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cal representation of the data can be produced and work as result for
evaluation[6].

3.4 Quality assurance

To ensure quality of the degree project and the results, different aspects
of assurance should be considered. It is important that a qualitative
study brings attention to validity, which means that the results are not
open for interpretation. It should be dependable in the case that con-
clusions should reach a level of correctness. This degree project also
applies a quantitative approach where the quality aspects extends to
cover valid, reliable and reproducible tests. At last, ethics regarding
the project must be brought to attention.

3.5 Procedure

A fundamental part of the action research strategy is doing cyclic ite-
rations. As seen in Figure 3.1, each cycle should start with an identifi-
cation of the problem and end with an evaluation, before moving on
to the next. This idea of process was applied and resulted in three ite-
rations which together constructed this degree project. Each iteration
and purpose is described below.

3.5.1 Iteration 1: Pre-study

The objective of the first iteration was to acquire a good overview and
understanding of the fundamentals of the project. The decision was
to explore the possibility of changing queue management system of
using the database to a message-oriented middleware. The identifi-
ed issue of this iteration phase was the overall missing context to the
project area. This included the stakeholder’s needs, understanding of
the system, system requirements and general information about the
background to the problem. Therefore, to acquire all the needed data,
multiple data collection methods was used.

Interviews was held on a regular basis with the stakeholder supervi-
sor. It sometimes extended to included others, depending on the pur-
pose of the interview and required area of expertise. The interviews
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applied the unstructured technique which resulted in more of an open
discussion. For most of the interviews, an entry question or specific
purpose was set to steer the discussion towards a predefined wanted
result. Understanding the architecture of the system and identifying
the parts to be worked on and changed, a combination of interviews
and reviewing of source code was used.

Gathering requirements was an essential step and was identified and
collected through reviewing collected data combined with unstructu-
red interviews. Understanding the requirements, on the current sy-
stem and requirements the stakeholder’s sought, was needed to establish
expected outcomes and goals of the project. The use of the requirement
specification extended to both to the future development process and
the ability to select a suitable option of middleware.

Combining the gathered general information, related to the problem
area, with the interviews and reviewing of source code, an evaluation
of the results from the finished iteration could be made. Aspects of the
evaluation was to clarify that the gathered information was sufficient
to continue on with the next iteration. This included the identification
of stakeholder needs, in what direction they wanted the project to go
and an understanding of the system architecture.

3.5.2 Iteration 2: Choosing message broker

There exist numerous alternatives of message broker to choose between.
Therefore, the requirements were used as guidelines during the data
collection process of message broker information. Open coding was
used when searching through information with the specification as ba-
se key words. The process could be seen as a filtering process of avai-
lable message brokers where memoing notes were constantly taken to
keep track of those who kept being potential alternatives. At any point,
if information about a broker stated something against a requirement,
it was removed from the notes and discarded for further investigation.
When the screening process had finished, an open discussion with the
stakeholder supervisor was done to decide on how to move on.
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3.5.3 Iteration 3: Development and evaluation

The two common software development process to use are waterfall
model[47] and agile methodology[1]. The waterfall model is about di-
viding the development process into different steps and only move
on to the next when the current step is finished. It has its benefits of
being a straight forward process, but one disadvantage is the lack of
adaptability. Therefore, during the recent years, the more common de-
velopment process is using a more agile approach. A project is divided
into short sprints, to constantly produce deliverables, which can be re-
adjusted and easier handle unexpected events.

This degree project has applied an agile way of working, with the
primary reason of how the stakeholder work. By choosing the same
method of working, it was easier to begin and make the process more
efficient. Not having a complete picture of what changes the new im-
plementation would require of the current system. Choosing a more
flexible way of developing, enabled for easy adjustments and modifi-
cations to be made as the work progressed. Therefore, the developing
process consisted of small implementations of functionality which was
tested before moving on to a new functionality.

The final step of the degree project was the evaluation of the imple-
mented solutions. The identified problem of this phase was that it
would not be possible to draw any conclusions about the functiona-
lity of the message broker nor how the new implementation would
perform compared to the current one. This would require actions of
implementation and experiments to executed.

Numerical data was collected through experiments with the purpo-
se of doing a before and after comparison between the original da-
tabase queue management system and the new implementation. The
same data set was used and the total processing time was measured.
The results were presented as graphical representations to easier inter-
pret. Additionally, test cases to validated functionality specified in the
requirements was performed. The combination of those experiments
worked as the base for evaluating this degree project.
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Procedure

This chapter will cover the initial phases of the procedure performed during
this degree project. The process consisted of important steps to follow to be
able to answer the research question and its objectives. It will cover reasoning
behind the choice of message broker and the established requirement speci-
fication, which represents the first and second iteration described in section
3.5

4.1 Proceedo

In section 1.1, a short introduction was given about the architectural
design of the Proceedo system. To provide a better overview and ex-
planation of how the new solution will be integrated, this section will
cover a deeper explanation about the system. This section refers to the
review of source code and information described in in section 3.5.

4.1.1 Architecture

Proceedo is a Java EE application which is deployed and running on a
Oracle Weblogic server[37]. The overall architectural design of the sy-
stem is built of a few servers running its own identical instance of the
application. The main objective of this degree project is the queue ma-
nagement within the system. The queue management system is built
upon a collection of threads, with their own specific responsibility for a
certain part of the system, and stateless session beans[41]. One of these
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threads has the responsibility of handling the flow of jobs associated
with invoices going through the system. It is this flow of data that has
shown to be troublesome and was the main focus of this project.

4.1.2 Invoice data flow

When the server has finished the start up and the application has been
deployed, each thread will have been instantiated with a given iden-
tifier, a name. Each similar thread, on the different application servers
running, will have the same name. The identifier corresponds to ele-
ments in one of the columns in the queue table and used when reques-
ting jobs from the database. This thread is known as the Daemon and
uses a polling technique to request jobs from the database. The polling
technique uses a set time interval that, when reached, sends a request
to the database. The Daemon will remain active and keep requesting
the database, even though the table is empty with invoice jobs.
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Figur 4.1: An illustration of the current queue management implemen-
tation

Invoices can enter and generate jobs in two different ways. An in-
voice can either be individually inserted or be entered as a batch of
multiple invoices. An individual invoice is created by using either Pro-
ceedo’s desktop or web application. A batch of invoices can only be
fed through the web application and is done so as a file. The input of
a batch file will generate a specific job which is inserted into the table.
When this job is picked up by the Daemon Batch, it will activate a con-
tinuous flow of invoice processing. During this time, invoice jobs will
be generated and temporarily stored. It is only when the whole batch
has been processed, that each invoice job will be inserted into the table
and can be picked up. It is an all or nothing process and requires the
whole batch to successfully finish, before the initial picked up job ap-
proves by sending an acknowledgement and triggering the insertion
into the database. This can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Depending on how invoices are fed into the application, different parts
will be activated, but both will eventually reach the same final step.
This part is known as the Trigger and is responsible for inserting jobs
into the database table. It only gets activated when it receives invoices
to be handled. When the Trigger class i mentioned, it will refer to this
responsibility.

Sending and receiving invoice jobs within the system is done through
the usage of created classes representing similarities of a producer,
consumer and message. A message encapsulates the vital information
needed for the database handler to convert a message to a table entry,
a job. The producer’s and consumer’s responsibility is inserting and
fetching invoice jobs (message) from the table. They will setup a con-
nection with the database to perform some sort of query. It can either
be insert, update, select or remove, depending on which phase the in-
voice job is in.

An invoice job will be inserted into the database when the Trigger is ac-
tivated. The Trigger will encapsulate the invoice job within a message,
pass it to its producer and be inserted into the table. The Daemon In-
voice will on a time interval ask its consumer to try and do an update
query. The query will do a lookup to see if there exists jobs related to
the Daemon queue and, if there is, it will try to flag it as taken. This
step is to prevent the other active Daemons to be able to also pick it
up. Since they they all compete over the same jobs, it becomes a case
of race condition. If the update is successful, the producer will first per-
form a select query followed by a remove query. If all queries succeed,
the entry will have been removed from the database and the consumer
will have received the invoice job which will be passed to the Daemon
to be executed.

As can be seen in Figure 4.1, the three major parts of the application
that are involved in the processing of invoices are the Trigger, Daemon
Batch and Daemon Invoice. These have been identified as vital parti-
cipator and will require involvement in the new implementation.
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4.2 Requirements specification

The message broker is to work as a new queue management system
to distribute generated invoice jobs to the available application servers
running. Requirements of the message broker will be divided into fun-
ctional and non-functional requirements. The difference between those
two could be explained as the behaviour, what the system should be
able to do, and the quality, how the system should be.[11].

Since the degree project is conducted at Visma, the requested functio-
nality lies within their interest. Through discussions with the stakehol-
der, as described in section 3.5.1, issues regarding the current system
was identified and used to establish required functionality of the new
implementation. The requirements were to work as guidelines and gi-
ve a direction to move towards. Future requirements may change, but
showing potential for the chosen guideline will be a good start.

Tabell 4.1: Established functional requirements

The established functional requirements can be seen in Table 4.1.
Not all of them are required to be fully fulfilled. Some of them are
mere wishes and positive attributes for the message broker to have.
Requirements that are more important are the ability to priorities, since
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it is one of the issues with the current system, and for invoice jobs to
remain persistent during failures.

Tabell 4.2: Established non-functional requirements

4.3 Screening process of message-oriented

middleware

Avoiding to do an extensive understanding of each potential message
broker. The first step in the process was a screening of current popular
message broker implementations. This is explained in 3.5.2. Alternati-
ves to choose from are, among many, Apache ActiveMQ[60], Rabbit-
MQ[24], Qpid[66], Apache Kafka[4] and ZeroMQ[9]. All are available
under an open source licence, accessible from Java and include featu-
res of quality of service (QoS)[7].

4.3.1 Choosing message-oriented middleware

Since one of the main reasons for adopting to change and replacing
the database as queue management system, was to ability to priorities
messages (jobs). Created jobs related to an end-user, expects different
responsiveness from the system. An end-user expects a fast response
and therefore, those tasks needs to be able to be prioritised over other
less time-dependent tasks. Doing a short screening, of the information
presented in section 2.5.2, showed that both RabbitMQ and Apache
ActiveMQ offered a built in function for prioritising messages.

Using the JMS API offers great support for the Java language to in
a easy way send messages without much effort. In system where Ja-
va is exclusively used, it can serve for a good purpose. The downside
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is that the message format is not specified. This means that for cross-
platform communication, the chosen message broker needs to support
the JMS API to be able to translate messages to and from the different
protocols. What this entails is, if a system needs adopting a new langu-
age, the message broker must support both the API and the protocol
used by the new language. This can result in a bigger overhead then
necessary. Choosing a message broker, RabbitMQ or ActiveMQ, that
extends beyond the support of only one protocol could be beneficial
for future adaption.

Performance evaluations presented in section 2.5.1 showed results of
Qpid not performing as well as RabbitMQ or Apache ActiveMQ, du-
ring enqueue and dequeue with persistent storage. ZeroMQ did not
provide any functionality of prioritising messages or the ability to en-
sure persistence. Based on this, neither Qpid nor ZeroMQ was chosen
to be investigate further.

Kafka uses, like the current implementation, polling instead of pus-
hing, but solves it by providing long-polling. This lets the state of the
application to remain idle until there is something to process. It seems
as Kafka does not offer any built-in functionality of prioritising mes-
sages. Overviewing the architecture, a possible way of providing the
functionality of prioritising messages, is to create a topic for the diffe-
rent levels of priority. One issues with this solution, with the starting
point of this degree project, is that the application server that are wai-
ting for tasks to process will have to be assigned to a single topic. What
this entails is that, application servers could remain idle even though
there exists invoice jobs to be processed, but they resides in other to-
pics. As of the benefits of using batch processing, in this case, it will
not be as beneficial as it potentially could be for other cases. An ap-
plication server will be interested in ensuring to fully process one task
at the time, until finished, and then move on to receive another one.
Additionally, as presented in section 2.5.2, Kafka should be prioritised
for throughput and not reliability.

Apache ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ presented results of similar perfor-
mance and the stakeholders showed interest in comparing them both.
Therefore, both were chosen as message brokers to be implemented
and compared against each other as a proof-of-concept for a working
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solution as the new queue management system.
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Message brokers

This chapter will present a deeper coverage over three potential message bro-
kers. These are RabbitMQ and Apache AcitveMQ. It will present information
to use for a better understanding and make a more solid choice of broker to use
for implementation of proof-of-concept.

5.1 RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ[25] was created in 2007 and is now managed and maintai-
ned by Pivotal. It is an open-source distributed message queue written
in Erlang. It implements AMQP as its standard protocol, but supports
a variety of other protocols as STOMP, MQTT and HTTP. It provides
clients adjusted for different platforms including Java, Spring, .Net,
Javascript, Python, etc[19]. It is built around the standard of message
producer and consumer, while internally using AMQP entities of ex-
changes, queues and bindings. It applies the store-and-forward pat-
tern with storage alternatives of either disk, RAM or both. A broker
could be deployed as a cluster or be mirrored to support a distributed
manner that could improve performance and availability[51].

5.1.1 Architecture

A queue of the AMQP model is an internal place for storing messages
that are to be consumed by an application. A queue is created within
the broker system with a set of declared properties. Properties include
queue name, durable or transient, exclusive and queue removal op-
tions. A queue name can be set by a user or be generated by the broker.

40
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A durable queue will be persisted to disk and can therefore survive
restarts or cases of a faulty broker. An exclusive queue is created expli-
citly for a single consumer and a queue can be set to be auto-deleted
when the last consumer finishes. If not specified, a queue will remain
intact.

Bindings defines the communication rules between queues and ex-
changes. A producer sends a message to an exchange, instead of direct-
ly to a queue, which then uses the rule to correctly route the message.
Multiple consumers per queue will trigger the broker to distribute the
message load on each receiver. Another alternative is to route each
message to different queues with only one active consumer. Messages
will be handled dependent on the routing key and exchange type. In-
formation about available exchange types are extracted from[18, 70]
and can be explained as follows:

• Direct exchange: It the default created exchange that will bind
each queue within the broker system to itself. A user can send a
message without specifying a destination (key) because all mes-
sages will be routed to each bounded queue. Specifying the rou-
ting key, messages with matching key will be routed and deli-
vered to that specific queue. Keys are strings and could be mul-
tiple words separated by dots, where an example could be nn-
ew.requests". The direct exchange is most applicable for usage
with the point-to-point messaging model. It applies to the distri-
bution of tasks between workers of the same application using
the round-robin scheduling algorithm. Messages of AMQP are
load-balanced between available consumers and not queues.

• Fanout exchange: Is a publish/subscribe model and used for bin-
ding several queues to a single exchange. When a message arri-
ves to an exchange, a copy of the message will be routed to each
binding queue with no regards to the specified routing key. It is
faster than other exchange types and enables easy broadcasting.
Multiple consumers can receive a copy of the message and indi-
vidually choose how to use it. An example could be for updating
states within distributed systems or broadcasting information to
mobile clients.

• Topic exchange: Can be compared to the publish/subscribe mo-
del. Messages are routed to one or many queues by comparing a
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routing key and a routing pattern specified by the queue binding.
A consumer will create a queue and setup a binding with an in-
dividual tag. An example of this can be an exchange requestsänd
a queue processed_requests". A routing pattern has extensions
of using an asterisk *, for matching words on specific positions,
or a hash symbol # to match zero or more words. Creating a rou-
ting pattern between the exchange and queue with requests.#åill
cause each message matching requestto be routed to the queue.

• Headers exchange: Provides the ability to route messages on mul-
tiple attributes that can better be represented in the message he-
ader instead of the routing key. A header value will be compa-
red with the specified binding value and be routed to the right
queues. Using header values enables for multiple attributes to
be used, but requires developers to tell the broker what values
to consider. It extends the possibility of using strings, integers or
hash values as routing key.

• Consistent hashing: Routes messages to a single partitioned queue
by hashing the routing key or header value. A useful method to
apply when a consumer has been scaled out and processing or-
der is important. Aspects to consider is, the distribution between
partitioned queues could be uneven if a hash value has low va-
riance or if there is few queues. As a result, all messages can end
up in the same queue. The broker system can not coordinate con-
sumers among available queues, that responsibility lies with the
developer.

• Dead letter exchanges (DLX): Used to prevent messages loss by
handling messages that gets kicked out from their standard queue.
It can be of any of the mentioned types and is mostly used for
keeping messages that are to be retried or waiting for a delay-
ed processing. Messages end up in DLX if a message time-to-live
(TTL) or queue size limit has been reached.
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Figur 5.1: A simple illustration over some of the concepts included in
the the RabbitMQ broker system.

5.1.2 Messages and the push model

A message of the AMQP model is built of attributes and an optional
payload. The payload is usually in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)[32]
format and treated by the broker as an opaque array of bytes. Defining
a queue or an exchange as persistent does not include message du-
rability. For a message to be durable, a producer must publish it as a
persistent message. That will trigger the broker to save it to disk. It is
useful to apply for preventing message loss, though it does negatively
impact the performance of the broker.

A message is sent over a virtual connection called channel which re-
sides within the real established TCP connection between the appli-
cation (publisher/consumer) and the broker. Messages are pushed by
the broker to provide load-balancing between competing consumers
and handle to low latency. By pushing messages, the broker is in char-
ge and can evenly distribute messages residing in a queue. Combining
it with the mechanism of only pushing one message at the time, pre-
vents an uneven load on the consumers. As a result, the processing
order can be managed and the latency be kept down. However, an
issue that can arise is if a consumer starts to fall behind. Messages arri-
ves to a queue at a higher speed than consumers can process. Solving
this issue can be done by setting a pre-fetch limit, stating how many
unacknowledged messages a consumer is allowed to have at any point
in time.[69]
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5.1.3 Clustering and mirroring

RabbitMQ provides functionality of node replication and queue mir-
roring which promotes aspects of performance and availability[20, 22].
As of default, every node in the cluster are equal peers and provides
the same set of resources. Queue contents resides on a single node, but
visually available from every other node. A request can be sent to eit-
her node, but it will be routed to the node holding the message queue.
Nodes are defined as either a disk or RAM node. A disk node stores
the exchanges, bindings, etc. on disk while RAM nodes stores contents
in memory. A disk node should be the default choice as it handles most
cases. RAM nodes will not improve message handling rates, but can
assist with handling high churn of queues, exchanges and bindings.

Increasing message availability and enable failure handling is done
through queue mirroring, as it replicates message queues to other pe-
ers. One node will be classified as the master and the others will be
mirrors. The oldest mirror node alive will in case of the master failing
be selected as the new master. Consumers only connects to the master
to acquire messages, but the master is required to keep each mirrored
queue updated. It does not promote load-balancing, since each request
is always made to the master node.[22]

5.1.4 Queue and consumer priority

A queue is consumed in a round-robin fashion to all active consumers
with the same priority. A consumer is classified as active if it can re-
ceive messages. Setting a higher priority to a consumer will trigger the
broker to send all messages to it, until it becomes blocked or tempora-
rily unavailable of handling more messages. The broker’s responsibili-
ty is to deliver available messages and will never wait for a consumer
of higher priority to become active. If blocked, it will deliver messa-
ges to active consumers of lower priority. Priority is set by an integer
value with the default value of zero. A higher or lower priority can be
adjusted by setting a positive or negative value[21].

Messages in queues are handled by first-in-first-out order, but can be
modified by defining a priority. Prioritising queues is done in a simi-
lar fashion to consumer priority. An integer value is set to specify a
queue’s importance. Priorities are set by defining attributes during in-
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stantiation and is therefore stored differently on disk, compared to a
standard queue. A created queue is set and could not be changed dy-
namically. AMQP specifies support of at least two priority levels with
a maximum of ten. RabbitMQ has no standard implementation for pri-
ority queues and thus, support an almost unlimited number of levels.
The downside of multiple priority levels is, each new level causes ad-
ditional costs for in-memory and disk, as well as CPU costs for consu-
ming. Therefore, a recommendation is to use priority levels between
one and ten. A published message with a priority will be reviewed
and compared to the queue’s priority. Messages without priority are
treated as zero and messages with a higher level than the queue, are
treated as the queue’s maximum priority. Worth noticing is, if a queue
is created and an active consumer is available, published messages will
be consumed directly, leaving the broker unable to prioritise message
delivery order.[23].

If a queue reaches its size limit, the message at the head of the queue
will be removed and sent to a dead letter exchange. In the case of a
priority queue, messages with higher priority are at the head of the
queue and will be the ones to be removed. Lower prioritised messages
could get stuck behind higher ones and cannot be be prevented by, for
example, setting a message TTL[70].

5.1.5 Durability

Using message acknowledgements can help with validating message
delivery and processing[71]. It is a helpful tool to use, since both the
network and consumer applications can fail. The chain of responsibili-
ty includes the producer, broker and consumer. A producer can either
fire and forget or wait for a confirmation from the broker. Fire and for-
get will not cause messages to be duplicated but, since there is a chance
of messages getting lost, it can only guarantee at-most-once delivery.

Waiting for the broker to send a confirmation (basic.ack) is an indi-
cation of a message being received. In the case of a fault, the broker
can send a negative acknowledgement (basic.nack) to indicate that a
message has not been processed and give the responsibility back to
the producer. A producer can acquire additional information about a
message sent by setting the Mandatory flag to true. It will trigger the
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broker to return information about message queue persistence or if
there was no matching key. The broker will return an acknowledge-
ment (basic.return) including information for the producer to handle.
A producer’s responsibility could be to try and resend the message
until fully handled by the broker. Depending on performance require-
ments, compared to message duplication, a producer can wait for an
acknowledgement per message or receive an acknowledgement per
message batch sent. The former is bad for performance, while the lat-
ter could cause message duplication since all messages of a batch is
resent.

A consumer can choose to have no confirmation and messages will be
removed from queue directly after delivery. It can cause problems with
message loss, since there will be no indications of failure. Another al-
ternative is turning over the responsibility to the consumer. It can use
the same acknowledgement types as for the publisher, acknowledge
each message or a collection of messages. A consumer could respond
after it receives a message, persisted it to disk or fully processed. If the
broker expects a message acknowledgement but never receives one,
it will redeliver it to another consumer. The acknowledgement (ba-
sic.reject) triggers the broker to re-queue a message. It can be a con-
venient feature to apply if a consumer, for some reason, is temporary
blocked and unable to fully process the message. Helpful methods for
striving towards message guarantee of strong at-least-once is applying
mirroring, durable queues with persistent messages and confirmations
over the whole chain.

5.2 Apache ActiveMQ

Apache ActiveMQ[60] is an open-source message broker middle-ware
released under the Apache 2.0 license. It is written in Java combined
with a full implementation of the Java Message Service (JMS). It pro-
vides clients for cross platform integration, including C, C++, Python,
etc, and multiple protocols including OpenWire, AMQP, STOMP and
MQTT. It integrates easily with enterprise applications by offering fe-
atures suitable for enterprise communication between clients and ser-
vers. Information about ActiveMQ and JMS presented below is most-
ly gathered from[54], with additional references where extra context
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could be useful.

5.2.1 Java Message Service and ActiveMQ features

Java Message Service provides point-to-point (P2P) and publish/subscribe
messaging. In P2P, queues are the destinations to which messages are
sent and stored until delivered to a consumer in FIFO order. Multip-
le consumers of a single queue will trigger the provider to distribu-
te messages using the round-robin algorithm. Publish/subscribe pro-
vides a durable or non-durable subscription. A durable subscription
triggers the provider to maintain messages if a subscriber fails and de-
liver it once back up and running.

Java Message Service includes six different types of payload which in-
cludes a set of Java primitive types. Alternatives are no payload, string
or Java map, bytes, stream or object. A message could be sent with eit-
her of the two delivery mode options, persistent or non-persistent. Per-
sistent mode will force the JMS provider to deliver a message with the
guarantee of once-and-only-once, even in the presence of failure. Non-
persistent mode will guarantee at-most-once delivery since, in case of
failure, the chance of message loss is a possibility. Choosing between
the two should be on based on how important reliability and perfor-
mance is to the system.

5.2.2 Storage

ActiveMQ provides a set of message storages adjusted to different
requirements. KahaDB[61] is a file-based storage suitable for most ge-
neral cases of recovery, performance and scalability. It uses indexes
which are stored in a transactional log, with a single index file for all
destination. An index keeps track of message specific information of
log location, destination, priority, etc. The priority notation of a mes-
sage is used to store the message in the corresponding B+Tree structu-
re, one B+Tree per per priority level (low, normal, high). The broker
fetches messages in batches from the store, starting with the tree of
higher priority. It promotes an easy to use store, without any other
requirements which enables an ActiveMQ broker to easily be started.
The AMQ[56] message store is similar, but is a better approach to use
if throughput is of importance. A JDBC compatible database (MySQL)
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is also an alternative to apply. It often becomes the choice of storage
because companies already having invested and being familiar with
those kinds of databases. A last alternative is to store persistent messa-
ges in memory, however, that would require keeping track of available
memory so each message can fit.

Improving availability and to handle failures, a broker can be deployed
as a master/slave architecture sharing either nothing or the storage.
Sharing nothing entails that each message is processed by the mas-
ter, but then replicated and stored in the slave’s message storage. The
master will pass messages to the slave to be stored, before storing the
message itself. If the master fails, the slave could automatically become
the new master or it simply holds the state for a new master to fetch.
The state of the master and slave should be synchronised and by pre-
venting client connections, until there is a slave connected, will ensure
that no messages have been processed before. If the master is running,
stop and copy all messages to the slave before continuing to receive
messages. It will require some downtime, but it will prevent message
loss.

Sharing storage of the master/slave configuration includes either using
a relational database or a file-system. There is no limit of number of
brokers, but only one can be the active master at any given time. The
first broker to acquire the lock to either the database or file storage will
be considered the master and brokers connecting after are considered
slaves. When the master dies, the first slave to pick up the lock will
become the new master. Using a file system is a better approach if per-
formance and availability is two important factors. Using a database
can be more beneficial, if there already is an enterprise database in use.

5.2.3 Durability

Sending messages to an ActiveMQ broker is, as of default, done in an
asynchronous way. This promotes positive benefits in throughput per-
formance by reducing the latency factor caused by requests. A broker
could be forced to change from asynchronous to synchronous message
handling. Sending persistent messages outside of using the JMS trans-
action mode, will trigger the broker to be blocked until the message
has been persisted to disk and acknowledged for the producer. Messa-
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ges will not be lost, but the cost of latency will increase. Tolerating for
a message broker to lose a few messages, while still requiring storing
of messages to disk, the synchronous mode could be overridden. A cli-
ent (application) receives a message using a MessageConsumer object
and could do so synchronously or asynchronously. Requesting messa-
ges from the consumer object through receive methods (poll or wait)
will be done synchronously. However, using a message listener trig-
gers a function (onMessage()) for asynchronous message delivery.[2]

Applications using JMS can run transacted sessions on both producer
and consumer to send and receive messages. An application is respon-
sible for handling message delivery by committing or rolling back the
session. It is an option that should be used for sending multiple messa-
ges, but could cause unnecessary overhead if messages are sent one at
the time. Transactions are created within a session and cannot span to
other transacted sessions. Not applying transactions requires another
way of handling confirmation of message delivery. Using acknowled-
gements are only relevant for the consumer side and JMS provides
three options of acknowledgement patterns:[17]

• AUTO_ACKNOWLEDGE: Messages are automatically acknow-
ledged by the session as soon as they are received. If a consu-
mer is using synchronous message delivery, an acknowledge-
ment is sent as soon as the call to the receive method is suc-
cessfully completed. Using asynchronous delivery, an acknow-
ledgement is sent as soon as the listener function completes suc-
cessfully. In case of failure and no acknowledgement is sent, the
message will be placed first in the queue for re-delivery to anot-
her consumer. It provides once-only delivery of a message.

• DUPS_OK_ACKNOWLEDGE: Messages are lazy acknowledged
by the session at a time specified by a consumer application. It
enables faster processing of messages by not acknowledging eve-
ry message on delivery. The problem is requiring the application
to handle or tolerate multiple re-deliveries of the same messages.
It provides at-least-once delivery.

• CLIENT_ACKNOWLEDGE: Transfers the responsibility of mes-
sage acknowledgement to a consumer application with the cost
of higher code complexity. A consumer can decide when to ac-
knowledge a message or a batch of messages. Each message up
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to the last message confirmed will be acknowledged. A consu-
mer can recovery to the last checkpoint and have each message
from that point re-delivered. In case of failure, it can have each
unacknowledged message re-delivered.

Error handling is only available when using client acknowledge-
ment, otherwise, in the presence of a failure, a message will still be ac-
knowledged as if it was processed successfully and be removed from
the queue. Using acknowledgements or transacted sessions can be cho-
sen based on the number of JMS resources used within a session. A
single resource, a queue, within a session will not cause much diffe-
rence between the two options. Multiple resource, consuming messa-
ges from one queue and placing in another queue within the same ses-
sion, could benefit from using transactions. Producing and consuming
a message represents one transaction which makes it easier to hand-
le failures. Either the whole transaction is committed or nothing is.
Both re-delivery and processing of duplicate messages becomes hand-
led.[62]

5.2.4 Consumer priority and pre-fetch limit

Both messages and producers can be assigned a priority. As a result of
assigning a priority to a producer, each message produced will be as-
signed the same priority. Assigning a priority to a message will over-
ride the one of the producers. JMS defines ten different levels where
those below five are considered normal and above more important.
ActiveMQ implements the mentioned features, as well as its own set
of features.[59]

Setting a pre-fetch limit for the broker will trigger it to only send a
limit of messages at the time to the available consumers. Larger values
are preferred for bigger volumes, because it will most likely require
a higher throughput. However, for cases were messages can take long
time to process, using a limit of one message at the time is a better cho-
ice. If the limit is set to zero, the consumer will instead poll messages
from the broker.[64]
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Implementation of message bro-

ker in the Proceedo system

This chapter covers the implementation details of the message brokers Rab-
bitMQ and Apache ActiveMQ. They both showed theoretical potential since
they passed the screening process by fulfilling items of the requirements spe-
cification.

6.1 Code architecture and deployment

As mentioned in section 4.1.1, Proceedo is an Java EE application run-
ning on a Weblogic server. The Proceedo system was locally setup on
the provided working station, this enabled to freely make any modi-
fications without others being affected. For changes to take effect, a
full rebuild of the application was required. The server had to be stop-
ped and restarted, to be able to pick up the new built application. This
whole process took about 15 minutes and because of that, a separate
continuous development process was held to try out minor functiona-
lity before it was added to the real application. An example of this was
during the initial phase of the process. Doing a pre-check and validate
that is was possible to create a connection, queues and that the broker
was able to process messages.

51
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6.2 Implementation details

The main objective is to change the communication with the databa-
se, as can be seen in Figure 4.1, and replace it with a message broker.
This section covers the implementation details about the two chosen
message brokers and explanation over the new process flow.

6.2.1 Messages

An invoice task is a created object of a Java class containing the nee-
ded information to be executed by the receiving Daemon. When the
Daemon thread receives a task, it will do a safety check to make sure
that it is an instance of the class it is supposed to handle. If it is, the
received object will be cast to the correct Java class.

MQPayload

MQPayload is a serialisable class used to send messages between pro-
ducers and consumers. It contains information about the message to
be sent and the object of the invoice task to be executed. The invoice
task object will be converted and stored as a byte array in the created
MQPaload object. The whole object will then be serialised and sent as
a string. These functionalities are provided through a MQUtils class.

Using the MQPayload class, to encapsulate the important information
and later handled by the consumer class, opens for future adaptation
of the consumer and producer class. Each Daemon can create its own
producer and consumer after requirements and when it receives an
object containing a job, it has the same responsibility of doing a safety
check as before. Also, by representing a message as a string, the same
method of sending messages could be used on both brokers.

6.2.2 RabbitMQ

This section covers relevant information of the RabbitMQ broker solu-
tion and the implemented classes.
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Figur 6.1: Overview of RabbitMQ broker implementation.

RabbitMQConnectionFactory

There will only exists one instance of the RabbitMQConnectionFactory
on each application server. It is responsible for setting up one connec-
tion link (TCP) with the RabbitMQ broker which each producer and
consumer will use to create their own virtual channel to pass messa-
ges over.

RabbitMQProducer

A RabbitMQProducer can either be created to handle messages to the
direct exchange, fanout exchange or both. With the possibility of being
both, easy adjustments could be made if the requirements of the thre-
ad would change in the future. For this case, a producer will only be
required to handle either direct or fanout.

A producer’s main responsibility is to handle incoming requests of
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messages to be published to the broker. A message will go through
the serialisation process before being published to the broker. Messa-
ges are sent as strings with UTF8-encoding. The producer will wait
for a confirmation from the broker before handling another request.
A message is temporarily stored within the producer and will only
be removed when the broker returns a positive acknowledgement. If
the broker returns a negative acknowledgement, the message will be
processed again.

RabbitMQQueueConsumer

RabbitMQQueueConsumer is the class that will consume messages from
the direct exchange, which in this case will contain invoice jobs. It im-
plements the RabbitMQ consumer interface, so when the RabbitMQ
consumer receives a message, it will in return invoke a callback on
a method in the RabbitMQQueueConsumer object. The message will
then be handled and passed to the Daemon. If the message is pro-
cessed successfully, the consumer will return a positive acknowledge-
ment to the broker and the message will be removed. If something go-
es wrong, the consumer will return a negative acknowledgement and
force the message to be re-queued.

RabbitMQFanoutConsumer

The RabbitMQFanoutConsumer works like the queue consumer, with
the difference that it will consume messages from the fanout exchange.
It has the responsibility of acknowledging the message broker that the
message has successfully been processed. However, it will not trigger
this type of message to be re-queued.

6.2.3 ActiveMQ

This section covers relevant information of the ActiveMQ broker solu-
tion and the implemented classes.
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Figur 6.2: Overview of ActiveMQ broker implementation.

ActiveMQFactory

The ActiveMQFactory works in exactly the same way as the RabbitMQ
Connection Factory.

ActiveMQProducer

The ActiveMQProducer works similar in many ways compared to Rab-
bitMQQueueProducer, from aspects of how it processes messages befo-
re publishing. A difference is that the it does not need to handle ac-
knowledgements. As described in section 5.2.3, sending messages as
persistent will trigger the broker to be blocked and, when finished, ac-
knowledge the message to the producer.

A producer will create a Java Message Service Destination object that
is either a topic or a queue, to which it will send messages. Messages
are sent using the TextMessage class of the Java Message Service.
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ActiveMQQueueConsumer

The ActiveMQQueueConsumer will consume messages from a Destina-
tion queue object and if a message is not successfully processed, the
consumer will recover the session and have the message re-delivered.
The class will create the MessageConsumer and MessageListner objects
of the Java Message Service.

The ActiveMQQueueConsumer extends the MessageListner interface and
will set itself as the listener for the MessageConsumer object. This me-
ans that, when a message is consumed by the MessageConsumer ob-
ject, it will invoke a callback method in the ActiveMQQueueConsumer
and will then be handled. This enables the consumer to receive messa-
ges asynchronously.

ActiveMQTopicConsumer

The ActiveMQTopicConsumer works exactly as the ActiveMQQueueCon-
sumer, with the difference that it consumes messages from a Destina-
tion topic object.

6.3 Process flow

As can be seen in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, both implementations is
fairly identical. The differences between the two is their own commu-
nication requirements to fit the specific message broker. However, how
the flow of invoice jobs are processed will remain the same. This sec-
tion will explain how the flow of an individual invoice tasks works
within the new implementations and the logic behind it.

1. After the server has finished booting up and the deployment of
the application is complete, each Daemon thread will have been
instantiated and started running.

2. A connection between the broker and the application must be
created, otherwise the producer and consumer will not be able
to communicate. The Factory provides a synchronised method
which, when called, will instantiate itself and create the connec-
tion. Future calls to the method will simply return the created
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instance. This step will also be done by the Trigger, when first
activated.

3. The Factory creates a TCP connection with the broker which is
stored within the Factory object. There will exist one connection
per application server running.

4. A Daemon will create their own instance of either a consumer
and producer by using its own identifier and the created con-
nection. The connection is needed to create the necessary chan-
nels/sessions, depending on broker, that will be used for creating
queues/topics. A Daemon’s identifier represents the name of the
created queue or topic. By using the same solution as the origi-
nal, only one queue of the invoice flow will exist in the broker.
This enables distribution of jobs between the active consumers
of the queue.

5. The Trigger will be activated first when an invoice is generated
within the system and should be handled. In this case, it is an
individual invoice, but it can be a batch of invoices.

6. The Trigger will create both a producer and a consumer. The pro-
ducer will be created with the same identifier as the Daemon
Invoice queue to publish invoice jobs to the right queue. The
consumer is a bit different between the two brokers. RabbitMQ
requires each Trigger, on the different servers, to create their own
unique queue. This is done by using a random generated identi-
fier as the name of the queue. This enables each queue to receive
a copy from the fanout exchange. ActiveMQ simply needs one
topic, which each trigger subscribes on. The consumer is used
for receiving notifications about incoming batch work and will
be explained later.

7. When a producer receives an invoice job from the Trigger, it will
process the message by serialising it, before publishing it to the
broker. It will wait for an acknowledgement, per message, of suc-
cessful handling before processing another one.

8. As soon as an invoice job arrives at the broker, it will push the
message to the first available consumer. The consumer will pro-
cess the message by deserialising and extracting the object con-
taining the invoice job, before passing it to the Daemon.
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9. The consumer and Daemon threads communicate with each ot-
her by using two blocking lists. When the consumer thread re-
ceives a job, it will put it in the queue belonging to the Daemon.
The Damon will pick up the job, execute it and, when finished,
put the result in the consumer’s queue. This communication stra-
tegy assists with controlling the flow of the invoice jobs. Keeping
the consumer blocking, until it receives a result, will prevent it
from consuming more messages from the broker. As mentioned
in section 5.1.2 and section 5.2.4, using a pre-fetch limit to only
receive one message at the time, will help with keeping the pri-
ority order. The blocking list will also keep the Daemon thread
idle when there is nothing to process.

10. The Daemon returns either a positive or negative acknowledge-
ment, the consumer will review the response and decide on how
to process.

11. The received invoice job is acknowledge and will, dependent on
the process result, either remove it from the queue or have it re-
queued.

The flows of x, y and z in the picture, regards the flow of processing
a batch. When a batch is fed into the system, the Demon batch will pick
up the job and initiate the process flow of invoices. This will cause the
Trigger to be activated and receive invoices. The original implementa-
tion cached each invoice entry to the database and was first inserted
into the table when the Daemon acknowledge a complete process. To
control the producer to not send batch related invoices, until an ack-
nowledgement has been received, the producer will temporally store
the invoice jobs locally.

When the Daemon batch receives an invoice batch job, it will publish
a message to the broker and will be distributed to all Trigger consu-
mers. The consumer is instantiated with an interface belonging to the
producer. When it consumes a message of a batch process, it will call
a method in the producer to modify a variable and trigger incoming
messages to be stored.

When the Daemon batch process is done, it will publish a new message
to notify that the process has successfully completed. The consumers
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will receive this message and trigger the producer to start publishing
each stored message. During the whole processing time of a batch, it
is still possible for the producer to handle individual invoice jobs and
process them directly.

6.4 Settings

This section covers the settings used for the implementations of Rab-
bitMQ and ActiveMQ. The settings relates to how messages, queues
and topics are created and handled.

Area Settings

Queue Durable: true, rest is set to false.
x-max-priority: 10

Exchange Durable true, rest is set to false.

AMQP Properties
Delivery mode: 2 (Persistent)
Content type: text/plain
Priority: between 1 and 10.

Consumer Prefetch: 1
Auto acknowledgment: false

Tabell 6.1: Settings used in the implementation of RabbitMQ

Area Settings

Producer session transacted: false
acknowledge mode: 1 (Auto)

Queue Consumer session transacted: false
acknowledge mode: 2 (Client)

Topic Consumer session transacted: false
acknowledge mode: 1 (Auto)

Queue

Prioritized messages: true
Use cache: false
Expire messages period: 0
Queue prefetch: 1

Tabell 6.2: Settings used in the implementation of ActivMQ

The settings presented in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 was modifications
with focus of broker durability and flexibility. The settings enabled
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persistence on both queues, exchanges and messages, message priori-
ty and individual handling, control and confirmation of each message.

6.5 Verification of requirements

Tests were continuously done during the development process. It in-
cluded simple validation of implemented logic, but also fulfilment of
requirements. Smaller tests were conducted for the different require-
ments, with a more extensive test of priority.

Tabell 6.3: Summary of fulfilment of functional requirements

Validation of the functional requirements consisted of small, self-
created, practical tests. Controlling the brokers activity by shutting it
down and restarting it, enabled for a few requirements to be validated.
A description about fulfilment of requirements is described in Table 6.3
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Tabell 6.4: Summary of fulfilment of non-functional requirements

The non-functional requirement of performance is validated in Chap-
ter 7. The rest of them was validated theoretically. Both message bro-
kers provide some form of manageability. RabbitMQ provides a user
interface management plugin[27], the ability to fetch broker data through
an HTTP API[43] with the extension of other third party monitoring
tools[44]. ActiveMQ also provides a web console interface for monito-
ring[63], with the extension of using third party software[58]. A descrip-
tion of non-requirement fulfilment is described in Table 6.4

6.5.1 Test: Priority

Testing RabbitMQ’s and ActiveMQ’s broker priority capability was
tests performed to be used for evaluation and validation of a required
vital functionality. The tests were divided into three different priority
levels of ten, five and three. Each level were, during the first round,
tested by using one application server. 50 invoice jobs were sent in pri-
ority order going from low to high. The 50 number of jobs were as
equally divided between the levels as possible. The second round con-
sisted of two application servers and one test with ten priority levels.
Using ten levels for testing was set because it was recommended as
maximum in section 5.1.4 and section 5.2.4. The important part of the-
se tests was to validate each broker’s priority functionality and not to
compare them against each other.

Even though KahaDB only allows for three different levels of priori-
ty, equal to four, less than four and higher than four, the same tests
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were used for both brokers. However, small adjustments were made
to fit the priority implementation of KahaDB and one additional test
for three priority levels was performed. One test was using prioriti-
es to fit each priority tree using level one, four, and seven. The other
test was adjusted to only test the internal priority of the lowest tree by
using levels of one, two and three.

Results 10 priority levels ActiveMQ

• Send order:[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5,
5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

• Receive order:[1, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7,
7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1,
1, 1, 1]

Results 10 priority levels RabbitMQ

• Send order:[1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5,
5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

• Receive order:[1, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7,
7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1,
1, 1, 1]

The presented message order above was a validation test of mes-
sage priority. Both message broker showed their capabilities of being
able to priorities messages. The output of the other performed tests
can be seen in Section 9.1 and 9.2
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Result and evaluation

This chapter covers the experimental tests done to evaluate the new imple-
mentations of the message brokers compared to the current queue manage-
ment solution. The experimental tests focused on measuring and comparing
the process time of each implementation. The output and evaluation from the
experiments, combined with the implementations, forms the results and con-
cludes this degree project.

7.1 Test description and setup

To evaluate the different queue management solutions, each imple-
mentation was individually setup, deployed and ran on two availab-
le workstations. Even though the new implementation replaces the
usage of the database for queue management, the Proceedo applica-
tion still remains database dependent for other functionalities. The da-
tabase used in the experiments is the stakeholder’s test database and
it is located in Norway.

Name OS Memory Processor

Desktop Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise 12GB, DDR3 1066 MHz

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU W3540 @ 2.93GHz
2933 Mhz
4 Core(s)
8 Logical Processor(s)

Laptop Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise 16, DDR3 1600 MHz

Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5600U CPU @ 2.60GHz
2594 Mhz
2 Core(s)
4 Logical Processor(s)

Tabell 7.1: Hardware information of the two workstations used in the
evaluation experiments.
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Table 7.1 shows the two different workstation used for conducting
the experiments. The laptop was the primary workstation and hosted
the message broker services and one application server. The laptop
was the only active workstation when performing the experiments of
using one application server.

7.1.1 Broker versions

The RabbitMQ broker version used for testing was 3.7.6. It was down-
loaded and setup accordingly to the tutorial on their website[45], wit-
hout any other modifications. The ActiveMQ brokers version was 5.15.3
and setup through their introduction[57]. The ActiveMQ configura-
tion file, activemq.xml, was modified to change the queue settings as
described in Table 6.2. Running the ActiveMQ broker ran out of the
box, triggers it to use KahaDB as storage solution and will so be used
for these experiments. The stakeholder’s plan is to run the broker in-
stance on a separate server and not to integrated into the application
servers. Therefore, the choice fell on running it locally as a separate
process which could be reached over the local network.

7.2 Test: Process time

The primary evaluation test was to measure the total process time of a
batch file containing a total of 1101 invoices. A test took about 90 mi-
nutes to complete which included server startup, invoice preproces-
sing and the execution of invoice jobs. Therefore, to obtain some level
of reliability, but at the same time reduce the total time spent on con-
ducting tests, each test was repeated four times. For the first round of
tests, one application server was used and two servers for the second
round. The process time was measured by using the method current-
TimeMillis()[39] from the Java library. The measuring starts when the
Daemon receives the first invoice job and stops when it has finished it.
This is repeated and the process time of each job is added to a counter
and summed up. By performing these tests, an average result for each
implementation can be calculated along with the standard deviation.
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7.2.1 Round-trip time

The broker was deployed on one of the workstations and therefore
available over the local network. The test database used for testing is
located in Norway and has a further distance to travel. A round-trip ti-
me test was performed to explore the impact of the location difference.
The test consisted of querying the database ten times using SELECT 1
FROM DUAL" and measuring the time from request until response.

Test run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Round-trip time (ms) 733 16 18 15 12 12 12 14 16 14

Tabell 7.2: Database round-trip time.

The first query takes a longer time because it will read from disk
into memory. The further queries, for this case, will have it in memory
and therefore be faster. Excluding the first, results in an average time of
14 ms. A batch consisted of 1101 invoice jobs and one invoice job con-
sists of three database queries, update, select and remove. This equals
to a total of 3303 queries for the whole batch and a total round-round
trip time of 46 seconds. This will be subtracted from the results when
calculating the average results.
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7.2.2 Results process time

Figur 7.1: Total process time for the database solution with one appli-
cation server.

The results from the test performed on the database solution shows a
highest processing time of 4836 seconds, a lowest of 3723 seconds with
a standard deviation of 438,5 seconds.

Figur 7.2: Total process time for ActiveMQ with one application server.
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The results from the test performed on the ActiveMQ solution shows
a highest processing time of 4044 seconds, a lowest of 3124 seconds
with a standard deviation of 354,2 seconds.

Figur 7.3: Total process time for RabbitMQ with one application server.

The results from the test performed on the RabbitMQ solution shows
a highest processing time of 4044 seconds, a lowest of 3124 seconds
with a standard deviation of 276,7 seconds.

Figur 7.4: Summary of the total process time for each solution with one
application server.

A summary of the results from the first round of tests, on each
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queue management solution, can be seen in Figure 7.4. The results
show that the database solution has the highest run time with 4836
seconds, ActiveMQ the second highest with 4044 seconds and Rabbit-
MQ the lowest run time with 2916 seconds.

Figur 7.5: Total process time of the database solution with two appli-
cation servers.

Figur 7.6: Number of tasks handled by each application server using
the database.
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Average run time (s) Standard deviation process time (s) Standard deviation number of tasks
Laptop 1834 44,6 10,8
Desktop 1829,5 33,4 10,8

Tabell 7.3: Average process time and standard deviation for the data-
base solution with two application servers

The results from the test runs of the database solution using two ap-
plication servers can be seen in Figure 7.5. Looking at the highest run
time, from each run, shows that the best processing time was 1784 se-
conds (desktop) and the worst 1884 seconds (laptop). Figure 7.6 shows
the number of tasks handled by the two workstations. It shows that
the Desktop workstation handled most jobs on each test run. Table 7.3
shows the calculated average result and standard deviation for the da-
tabase solution using two application servers.

Figur 7.7: Total process time using ActiveMQ with two application ser-
vers.
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Figur 7.8: Number of tasks handled by each application server using
ActiveMQ.

Average run time (s) Standard deviation process time (s) Standard deviation number of tasks
Laptop 2256,8 46,1 18,0
Desktop 2275,8 72,2 18,1

Tabell 7.4: Average process time and standard deviation for the Acti-
veMQ solution with two application servers

The results from the test runs of the ActiveMQ solution using two
application servers can be seen in Figure 7.7. It shows the best process
time of 2190 seconds with a worst of 2376. Number of tasks handled, as
can be seen in Figure 7.8, shows a bit of a difference. It differs for about
20 jobs and upwards, with the Laptop picking up most jobs seen over
all runs. Table 7.4 shows the calculated average result and standard
deviation for the ActiveMQ solution using two application servers.
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Figur 7.9: Total process time using RabbitMQ with two application ser-
vers.

Figur 7.10: Number of tasks handled by each application server using
RabbitMQ.

Average run time (s) Standard deviation process time (s) Standard deviation number of tasks
Laptop 1903,5 285,1 29,0
Desktop 1900,8 282,7 29,0

Tabell 7.5: Average process time and standard deviation for the Rab-
bitMQ solution with two application servers
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The results from the test runs of the RabbitMQ solution, using two
application servers, can be seen in Figure 7.9. The best time was 1608
seconds (Laptop) and the worst 2339 (Laptop). The number of tasks
handled by each workstation was fairly equal, with the exception of
one test run where the Desktop handled 123 more than the Laptop.
This result is shown in Figure 7.10. Table 7.5 shows the calculated ave-
rage result and standard deviation for the RabbitMQ solution using
two application servers.

Figur 7.11: Summary of the lowest process times for each solution
using two application servers

Figure 7.11 shows a summary of the lowest processing time based
on the performed test runs of each queue management solution. The
result shows that RabbitMQ had the best time with 1608 seconds, the
Database solution had the second best with 1784 seconds and Active-
MQ last with 2282 seconds.
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Figur 7.12: Total process time during low database usage.

Figur 7.13: Number of tasks handled by each application server for
each solution during low activity.

Figure 7.12 shows the results from a test run performed during a
time when the database had a lower activity usage. The results show
that ActiveMQ had the best process time with 1595 seconds, RabbitMQ
had the second best with 1602 seconds and last the Database with 1952.
Figure 7.13 shows the results of number of tasks handled during low
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activity. The results show a more even distribution for RabbitMQ and
ActiveMQ compared to the Database solution.

7.2.3 Average process time summary

Using the results from the performed tests on process time, an average
result was calculated to provide additional context to the results. The
database solution was used as reference point. The round-trip time
was subtracted before calculating the average results and each value
was reduced and presented with one significant figure.

Average run time one server Percentage improvement Time reduced (minutes)
Database 4040,8 0 0
ActiveMQ 3467,3 14,2% 9,6
RabbitMQ 3394,0 16% 10,8

Tabell 7.6: Average process time improvements using one application
server

The round-trip time for the Database solution was a total of 46 se-
conds for the whole batch. This was subtracted and the result show an
average process time of 4040.8 seconds. The results of using one ap-
plication server, showed improvements towards the usage of message
brokers. The total average processing time was reduced between 14
and 16 percent and handled the batch around 10 minutes faster than
the database. The results can be seen in Table 7.6

For the tests of using two application servers, the highest average pro-
cess times was used. The RTT was calculated based on the result of
average number of tasks handled by the work station with highest
average process time. This resulted in an RTT of 22.5 seconds which
was subtracted from the process time.

Average run time two servers Percentage improvements Time reduced (minutes)
Database 1834 (1811,5) (Laptop) 0 0
ActiveMQ 2275,8 (Desktop) -25,6% +7,7
RabbitMQ 1903,5 (Laptop) -5% +1,5

Tabell 7.7: Average process time improvements using two application
servers

The average process time using two application servers showed
a negative improvement using message brokers. The processing time
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was around 25.6 percent slower for ActiveMQ and 5 percent slower
for the RabbitMQ than the Database solution. This corresponds to the
invoice batch taking 7,7 and 1,5 minutes longer to process. The results
is presented in Table 7.7

The highest run time for the tests performed during low database acti-
vity was the Desktop workstation with 1952 seconds and handled 623
invoice jobs. This results in a round trip time of 26.2 seconds and was
subtracted from the process time before the percentage improvements
was calculated.

Highest run time low activity Percentage improvement Time reduced (minutes)
Database 1952 (1925,8) 0 0
ActiveMQ 1595 (Laptop) 17,2% 6,0
RabbitMQ 1602 (Desktop) 16,8% 5,8

Tabell 7.8: Process time improvements using two application server
during low database activity.

The results from the test runs done during low database activity
is presented in Table 7.8 and shows an improvement for the message
broker solutions. They show potential of handling the batch of invoices
around 17 percent faster than the Database solution. This corresponds
to a process time reduction of around 6 minutes.
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Conclusion

This degree project set out to solve a problem that had arisen caused
by an inefficient and inflexible way of handling invoice jobs within an
e-commerce system. The current queue management solution inclu-
ded the usage of a database table for storing and retrieving application
tasks. The e-commerce application used a polling technique to conti-
nuously query the database to fetch new jobs to process. Chapter 2.1
gives an introduction to the concept of message-oriented middlewares.
It allows for asynchronous communication, flexible message handling
and efficient distribution of messages. Therefore, this degree project
set out to explore its potential and to answer if it could solve the issues
of the current queue management solution and even improve the pro-
cessing of system jobs.

This degree projects presents the development and evaluation of two
message-oriented middlewares, RabbitMQ and ActiveMQ, to replace
the current queue management solution of using a database. Chapter
4 presents how the message brokers were chosen. They showed poten-
tial by passing a screening process and fulfilling a set of requirements
desired by the stakeholder, which focused on message priority and
persistence.

The evaluation of the different queue management solutions show po-
tential towards using a message broker compared to the current so-
lution of using a database. Results show potential of a more efficient
processing of jobs and could handle an invoice batch job up to 17 per-
cent faster than before. This corresponds to a reduced process time of
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around 11 minutes using one application server and around 6 minutes
using two. The performed tests also showed results towards the cur-
rent solution performing equal to the message brokers and, for some,
even better.

Using process time was merely a tool for comparing the different solu-
tions, but it was not the only reason behind the stakeholder wanting to
change strategy of job distribution. Even though the current solution
sometimes can perform as good as the message brokers, it still is an
inflexible solution and cannot priorities messages.

Implementing a message-oriented middleware can improve proces-
sing of invoice jobs by having a more efficient distribution. At times,
the database solution works as good as the middleware, but is still not
be able to solve the problem of prioritising messages. Therefore, using
a message-oriented middleware, of either RabbitMQ and ActiveMQ,
can be a good solution to the problem and could improve process ti-
mes of jobs.

8.1 Discussion

One of the reasons for performing the tests during times of low da-
tabase activity, was because of the variance in results during the pre-
vious tests. A consequence of each test run taking about 90 minutes,
performing a full run of four iterations required a whole day. A specu-
lation was that, as the day passed, the test database activity decreased.
Performing tests when the database was known to have low activity,
results could be produced under more similar circumstances. It may
not reflect real production, but for this case, it could assist in the eva-
luation by providing additional context. Testing during more optimal
circumstances showed positive results towards the processing efficien-
cy of jobs. Therefore, using a message-oriented middleware as a new
queue management solution, could be a suitable solution from a per-
formance aspect.

Changing the queue management solution will not change the fact that
the Proceedo application remains a database heavy application. If the
database is heavily loaded, it will not be able to perform as well as it
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can during more optimal circumstances. If the overall database perfor-
mance is bad, the performance of the Proceedo application will nega-
tively be affected. The broker could assist with decreasing the process
time by removing polling and time intervals and instead distributing
jobs more efficiently through pushing, but it does not have to be a cer-
tainty. At least, converting to a message broker, means one less table
in the database and thus, less queries made. As a result, other parts
of the Proceedo system could potentially improve with having a less
demanded database. Drawing a conclusion from this could be that, if
a message broker can perform better than the database solution under
good circumstances, it should be able to perform better at worse.

Comparing the two message brokers, the results pointed towards so-
me advantages for RabbitMQ over ActiveMQ. It had a slightly better
process time seen overall. However, the results from the low databa-
se activity are insignificant and for the other cases, it is not possible
to tell how much impact the database performance had on the results.
The only thing possible to say is that it cannot be neglected. It becomes
hard to draw any concrete conclusions since the results varied as they
did, but looking at the results for what they are, RabbitMQ does seem
to have a slight favour. Looking at the distribution of tasks, RabbitMQ
seemed to have a more even distribution which could favour in utili-
sation of available resources.

Evaluating them from quality aspects, in what the offer for managea-
bility and similar qualities should be done after own requirements and
needs. It will probably change from case to case, depending on stake-
holder, but for this case, the ability to monitor the broker status was a
positive attribute to be provided. Both brokers did so, with RabbitMQ
having a more extensive user interface which included graphs and sta-
tistics of data flow. Using third-party solutions could, with most cer-
tainty, provide similar functionality.

The current implementation has a pre-fetch limit of one message. This
number was set to provide full guarantee of message order priority by
the broker. By not caching more than one message at the, the next re-
ceived message should be one of highest priority. This number could
perhaps be extended to at least having two in the queue of the Dae-
mon. Directly after having processed one job, it can start the next one
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in queue without having to wait for one to be pushed. The execution
of an invoice task takes a few seconds, so storing to many at the Dae-
mon will prevent higher priority messages to be processed fast. An
alternative could be to also have a priority ordering at each consumer.
However, since it seems as both ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ can handle
that responsibility, it should perhaps be left for to the brokers to hand-
le.

8.2 Future work

This degree project has focused on providing the stakeholder’s at Vis-
ma with a proof-of-concept of a new queue management system. It
has explored a small part of the system, the data flow of invoice jobs,
because it was the primary one in need of change. The application re-
mains database heavy and reducing its involvement further could help
with improving the application’s performance. This would require ad-
ditional exploration of the system to identify parts that could benefit
from a message broker solution instead of database.

The application consists of other similar Daemons compared to the
ones identified and used in this degree project. They are responsible
for handling other functionalities of the application, but are similar in
implementation logic and how they run. A future work could be to
investigate the potential benefits of replacing their current communi-
cation strategy, database or other, with a message broker.

This project only examined message priorities, but the brokers also
support consumer priorities. A future work could be to try and ex-
tend the distribution of invoice jobs to other available Daemons. Some
of them may not have the same heavy load as the Daemon Invoice
and are remaining idle from time to time. It would require an exten-
sive rework of the current system, but could be a way to better utilise
available resources. Additionally, it would also require real application
simulations to see how it would affect the rest of the system. Consu-
mer priorities could have an effective area for queues of high load. A
queue’s load should not negatively impact other queues and the Dae-
mons capabilities of handling its primary area of responsibility.
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This degree project did not cover any aspects of security or failure
handling. The message brokers support security configuration to pre-
vent unauthorised users to access the broker. This would be a needed
requirement if it were to be used in production. Both internal failure
handling and exploring potential failures of the brokers are in need.
Further testing with heavier loads are required to explore possibilities
of unexpected and, for the moment, unknown potential issues. It was
only meant to work as a proof-of-concept and, no matter which direc-
tion or message broker the stakeholder decides on, it will require an
continued overall development.
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Appendix

9.1 ActiveMQ priority test

10 levels, 1 application server

2018-06-15 09:48:16,340 [INFO ] [ActiveMQ][ipid=31547533] - Send or-
der: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6,
6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

2018-06-15 09:50:43,177 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7,
7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1]

5 levels

2018-06-15 10:52:06,577 [INFO ] [ActiveMQ][ipid=31547539] - Send or-
der: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3,
3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5]

2018-06-15 10:55:10,996 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3,
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

3 levels, all trees

2018-06-15 11:39:34,554 [INFO ] [ActiveMQ][ipid=31547541] - Send or-
der: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4,
4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7]

2018-06-15 11:42:21,230 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4,
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4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

3 levels, lowest tree

2018-06-15 11:16:27,969 [INFO ] [ActiveMQ][ipid=31547540] - Send or-
der: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]

2018-06-15 11:20:48,378 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

10 levels, 2 application servers

2018-06-15 14:01:14,729 [INFO ] [ActiveMQ] [ipid=31547548] - Send or-
der: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6,
6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

Laptop

2018-06-15 14:02:46,100 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvoice] -
Receive order: [1, 9, 9, 10, 10, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1]

Desktop

DaemonInvoice] - Receive order: [1, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6,
5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1]

9.2 RabbitMQ priority test

10 levels, 1 application server

2018-06-15 09:37:49,941 [INFO ] [pool-8-thread-6] [c.p.f.r.RabbitQueueProducer]
- Send order: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

2018-06-15 09:40:21,922 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7,
7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1]
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5 levels

2018-06-15 09:58:37,329 [INFO ] [pool-8-thread-6] [c.p.f.r.RabbitQueueProducer]
- Send order: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3,
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5]

2018-06-15 10:01:14,153 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3,
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

3 levels

2018-06-15 10:43:31,317 [INFO ] [pool-8-thread-6] [c.p.f.r.RabbitQueueProducer]
- Send order: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]

2018-06-15 10:46:00,494 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

10 levels, 2 application servers

Desktop

2018-06-15 13:18:02,526 [INFO ] [pool-8-thread-6] [c.p.f.r.RabbitQueueProducer]
- Send order: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5,
6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7, 7, 7, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10]

2018-06-15 13:19:19,020 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvo-
ice] - Receive order: [1, 10, 10, 10, 9, 9, 8, 8, 8, 7, 7, 6, 6, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3,
3, 2, 2, 1, 1]

Laptop

2018-06-15 13:19:19,848 [INFO ] [ DaemonInvoice] [ DaemonInvoice] -
Receive order: [1, 10, 10, 9, 9, 9, 8, 8, 7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2,
2, 1]
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